Given a bounded region S in the complex plane, let f(ß) = fs log|z -ß\d area for ß any complex number. A logarithmic center of 5 is an a which minimizes/(/S). When is a unique? Conjecture.
0. Introduction. Consider a "reasonable" closed bounded region 5 in the complex plane.
Definition.
A logarithmic center of S is an a which minimizes the logarithmic potential (1) fs(ß)=fslog\z-ß\darea.
The following application to number theory motivates the problem. If ax is a logarithmic center of S and a2 is not, then for sufficiently large x, x(5 -ax ) will contain more prime Gaussian integers than x(S -a2). This is seen by comparing the estimate (2) for Gaussian primes in x(S -a¡) (i = 1,2).
(2)
Li w -H d area
Sn{z:|z|>2) log|z| [1] , [2] .
For the general region S, there need not be a unique logarithmic center. We give two examples.
The shaded region has a logarithmic center in each en(L Every point inside the inner of two concentric circles is a logarithmic center of the shaded region.
For certain regions such as a disc, a rectangle, or an equilateral triangle, the symmetry suggests that the geometric center should also be the (unique) logarithmic center.
In §1 we give sufficient conditions for a region to have a unique logarithmic center, and state a more general conjecture.
1. Conjecture. If 5 is convex, S has a unique logarithmic center.1 Theorem 1.7/5 is convex and has a line of mirror symmetry, S has a unique logarithmic center. Theorem 2. If S is convex, Sx and S2 concentric disks with radii in ratio 10:11 and Sx Q S Q S2 then S has a unique logarithmic center.
Proof of Theorem 1. We first make several preliminary observations, none of which is at all deep. For the most part, the proofs of these are omitted or drawn sketchily. We shall sometimes write/in place of fs. Here S -ß denotes the translate S -ß = {x -ß: x E S). 6. There exists at least one logarithmic center of 5. Proof. f(ß) is a continuous function which grows without bound as \ß\ -» oo. Therefore a minimum exists.
7. Suppose a straight line M passes through a closed convex 5, dividing 5 into two parts Sx and 52. If the reflection of Sx across M is a proper subset of S2, then no point of Sx is a stationary point of^.
Proof. For a E 5j, establish coordinate axes through a so that the y axis is parallel to M. The y axis divides 5 into two parts 5'i and S'2 so that S\ Q Sx and S2 C S'2.
The reflection of Sx' across the>> axis is a proper subset of S2', and so dxK ' Js x2 +f JTx2 +y2
where F = 52'\the reflection of 5] ', because the integrand is positive and the area of integration nonzero.
Definition. A saddle point of fs (or "of /' or "of 5"') is a stationary point of/which is not a strict local minimum (or maximum, but this is impossible as/is subharmonic).
8. For convex S, let m0 denote the number of minima of fs, and mx the number of saddle points. Then m0 = mx + 1.
Remark. This is the simplest case of a general theory due to Morse linking the number of maxima, minima, and saddle points to the genus of a surface.
See [3] . 9 . If a G S is a saddle point of S, and if the disc of radius 1 about a is in S, then there exists ß G 5 such that \a -ß\ g e*7'2.
Proof. Establish xy coordinates through a so that (32//3x2)(a) g 0, (32//3x3.y)(«) = 0.fs(a) = /(5\disc)(«) +/disc(a). By fact 4, ' where £ = sup^g^la -ß\. Thus log £ i£ tt/2 and £ g e^2 as claimed. Now suppose 5 is convex, symmetric about L. By 7 and 8, if 5 has two logarithmic centers then there exists a saddle point p on L, between the two centers, which also lie on L. Establish xy coordinates through p with £ the x axis. For g above £, by the reflection argument of fact 7 with M through q parallel to £, we have (df/dy)(q) > 0. Similarly for q below L, (df/dy)(q) < 0.
Thus (32/3_y2)f(p) â 0. By symmetry, or since df/dy = 0 on £, we have 32//3x3_y = 0 on £. Therefore (a2/dx2)f(p) Si 0, since otherwise p would be a minimum, not a saddle point.
Remark. Actually for the symmetric case we only need p on the x axis stationary, with 32//3x2 Si 0. Now for (x,y) E 35 let n (x,y) be the unit normal vector outward from the boundary of 5. n is defined except on a set of measure 0. Let p(x,y) be the x component of n (x,y), and v(x,y) the y component. Then with a translation of coordinate axes so that p = 0, we have:
Assume without loss of generality that the leftmost point of 5 is at least as far as the rightmost from/?. Since (3//3x)(/j) = 0, the reflection of (5 n left half plane) across the y axis does not properly contain (5 n left half plane). Thus for points q = (x,y) of (5 n left half plane) whose reflection lies farther to the right than any point of 5, we have p(q) < 0, and so xpiq)/ix2 + y2) > 0. Let a, b be respectively the left and right endpoints of 5 D (x axis). Let U be the portion of 35 whose x coordinates are between a and -b, and let V = dS\U. Letyix) be the nonnegative number such that (x,y(x)) E 35, for -b < x S b. We shall see that the integrand here is â 0, and = 0 only when y'(x) = y'i-x) = 0. Now either (1) U is of positive measure of (2) y'(x) is not = 0 on (-b, b) or (3) 5 is a rectangle, and p is the center, hence not a saddle point. In cases (1) or (2), we have (32//3-*2)(p) > 0, so againp is not a saddle point, a contradiction. We now check that the second integral 3á 0 and thus prove Theorem 1.
If y'(x) ê 0, then because 5 is convex, y(x) is yi~x) and y'i-x) £ y'(x), and so the integrand is g 0 (< 0 unless y'(x) = y'i-x) = 0).
If y'i-x) Si 0, then the same argument shows the integrand again g 0. And if y'(-x) g 0 and y'(x) ë 0 then both terms of the integrand are Si 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. We have concentric discs Sx and 52, of radius 10 and 11 respectively, and Sx Q S Q S2. S is assumed convex.
Remark. One can show there exist radii m, =£ m2 such that if 5j Q S Q S2, 5, of radius m¡ then 5 has a unique logarithmic center, whether or not 5 is convex. We do not go into this; the ideas are much the same, with computation taking the place of comparisons by reflection arguments. Now assume for purposes of contradiction that fs has two minima otx and a2. Then from 8 there is a saddle point p, and from 1, p G S. Case I. Length of Op è 5, where 0 is the common center of the discs. Construct the line M through p perpendicular to Op. Let mx and m2 be the two points of 35 n M. Construct lines M, and M2 through mx, m2 respectively and tangent to Sx as in the figure, at tx, t
The portion of 51 to the left of M lies between Mx and M2, while S contains the quadrilateral mxm2tx t2. Since 102 + 52 è II2, Mx and M2 intersect to the left as indicated in the figure, and (left side of M) n S reflects properly into (right side of M) n S. But by 7, p cannot even be stationary, a contradiction.
Case II. Length Op < 5. Then sup/8e5 [distance (p, ß)] < 16, while the disc of radius 5 about/? is in S. Thus by 9,p is not a saddle point since 16 < 5e^2, a contradiction and Theorem 2 is proved.
